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AMONg ThE MANy gEMSTONE 
varieties on the market, some of the 
most interesting are those that are not 
transparent or faceted, but are translu-
cent and usually cut as cabochons. These 
colored stones are prized not only for 
their colors but often for their fascinating 
natural patterns that make each cut 
stone unique. 

 
Although these intriguing gems are sometimes referred to by the 
old trade term “semi precious,” there is really nothing “semi” about 
their value at all. In my eye, many of these colored gems are more 
beautiful than the often recited big three of ruby, emerald and 
sapphire, stones usually prized for meeting one standard –– and 
therefore looking exactly like one another. Many colored gems are 
not only attractive and highly individualistic but are also more than 
durable enough for jewelry use –– even for ring stones, which take 
the most wear and tear. And let’s not forget that while there certainly 
are some very expensive “semi precious” stones – faceted, cabbed, or 
carved – many wonderful cabochon gems are ever so much more 
reasonably priced than those sold as “precious.” 

In this e-book packed with useful gemstone information, you’ll 
learn in depth about tigereye and its “cousins”: a group of dramatic, 
affordable, hard, tough, and closely related quartz gems. you’ll find 
insights from experienced jewelers into how best to design for 
beautifully patterned colored gemstones. you’ll also be able to find 
step-by-step instructions for fabricating one natural gemstone pendant, 
and follow other instructions on how to wire wrap gemstones that 
need special attention. Then you can use both these projects as 
starting points for your own one-of-a-kind jewelry designs. It’s easy 
to create jewelry that stands out from the crowd with the rich 
palette of gemstone colors and patterns when you start with or add 
your own hand-picked colored gemstones!

merle White 
Editorial Director, Interweave Jewelry group
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1.what Gives tiGereye its Gleam?  
A tawny-colored variety of quartz that shows an 
ever-shifting play of light when properly cut, tiger-
eye is both a fascinating and durable gemstone. 
It owes its chatoyance –– that gleam that rolls 
across its surface–– to its curious origins. 

Tigereye actually starts out as the blue as-
bestos mineral called crocidolite. Like all asbestos 
minerals, crocidolite typically grows in long, thin 
fibers. In some geologically bizarre cases, quartz 
replaces crocidolite and assumes this fibrous 
structure, in the process often becoming stained 
by iron to shades that range from golden yellow 
to brown; we call this material tigereye. When a 
stone is properly oriented, the fibrous structure 
left behind by the now-absent crocidolite intense-
ly reflects light to produce tigereye's characteristic 
chatoyance. 

 
2. is tiGereye a pseudomorph? 
yes, it is. We commonly call materials formed 
when one mineral replaces another pseudomorphs 
(from the greek for “false form”). Tigereye is a 
quartz replacement of crocidolite; another way 
to say that is that tigereye is a pseudomorph of 
quartz after crocidolite. The process is similar 
to that which takes place when quartz replaces 
wood to produce petrified wood. 

3. does tiGereye have aNy close 
relatives? 
yes, at least five that are recognized by most 
gem authorities. In approximate order of our 
perception of their commercial importance, they 
are: hawk's-eye, tiger-iron, pietersite, binghamite, 
and silkstone. Like tigereye, they are all quartz 
replacements of fibrous minerals and show some 
chatoyance. These are described in more detail in 
Questions 15-18. 

20 Questions: some that are frequently asked, and others we just think are interesting. 

4. how easy is it to fiNd tiGereye? 
The good news is that tigereye is quite abundant 
at its major commercial source in Cape Province, 
South Africa, where the extensive deposits are 
right on or near the surface and easily worked, 
making tigereye not only abundant but also 
inexpensive.

More good news is that finished stones are 
also plentiful on the market.

The bad news is that rough is not. 

5. why is there so little rouGh oN 
the market? 

On May 10, 1968, Dr. Carol de Wet, then 
Minister of Mines of the Republic of South Africa, 
announced an embargo on the exportation of 
uncut tigereye that gradually eliminated all rough 
export by May of 1971, the intent being to create 

a South African monopoly on finished tigereye 
gems. Although this meant risking the ire of 
important trading partners, the government ––  
then a pariah among nations, anyway, because 
of its policy of Apartheid –– must have figured it 
had little to lose in the public relations arena.

Not surprisingly, however, the measure, still 
in effect today, worked about as well as most 
government prohibitions: huge quantities were 
smuggled out instead of legally exported. We 
know of one large warehouse in a northern german 
port city that is stuffed with tons of rough 
tigereye, and large-volume commercial cutters in 
the german cutting center of Idar-Oberstein and 
in the Far East have no trouble obtaining all the 
rough they want.

Smuggling costs money, though, and the 
price of rough increased much faster than the 

Eye on Tigereye
By SI & ANN FRAzIER
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WhEN PROPERLy CuT AND POLIShED, TIgEREyE ShOWS A RICh, ROLLINg PLAy OF LIghT CALLED ChATOyANCE.  
FROM gRIQuALAND, CAPE PROvINCE, SOuTh AFRICA; CANADIAN MuSEuM OF NATuRE COLLECTION
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buying public's willingness to pay a premium 
for finished gems, stifling any inclination by 
manufacturers to promote the stone. The biggest 
effects of the ban were actually to reduce the 
overall popularity of tigereye, which had been a 
best-seller among cabochon-cut gems prior to 
the embargo, and to vastly reduce the supply of 
rough available to small-volume cutters. Nowadays, 
even at the huge Tucson or Denver gem shows, 
you really have to search long and hard to find 
any rough tigereye.

Even so, at less than a dollar a cab for average 
sizes and four to five dollars apiece for larger stones, 
tigereye packs a lot of visual pizazz for the buck. 

6. is tiGereye a type of  
chalcedoNy or aGate? 
Neither. It's actually a granular quartz with the “c” 
axis (usually the length of a quartz crystal) at right 
angles to the direction of the former asbestos 
fibers (see Question 1).

Chalcedony, on the other hand, consists 
of tightly compacted, very tiny (microscopic), 
fiberlike aggregates of quartz. Even though 
chalcedony has a slightly lower hardness (Mohs: 
6-1/2), its structure makes it tougher than a 
crystalline quartz (7 in hardness) such as rock 
crystal or amethyst. Agate, by the way, is a type 
of chalcedony: one with a banded or other attrac-
tive pattern.

Of the crystalline quartz gems, those that 
are finely granular, such as tigereye, hawk's-eye, 
aventurine, and dumortierite quartz, are generally 
quite tough and durable, making them suitable 
for jewelry that might be subjected to hard usage, 
such as a ring. 

7. how biG are the fibers that 
make tiGereye chatoyaNt?  
Not too many people ask this question, but we 
know the answer! The fibers may be an inch or 
two long and are really, really skinny: most are only 
0.001 millimeters, or 0.000039 inches, in diameter! 
(Bauer and Schlossmacher, 1931, 673.)

8. what should i look for iN a 
fiNished tiGereye? 
Polish. 
        Tigereye's calling card is really its chatoyance, 
that rolling gleam described in Question 1. Once 
the stone has been properly cut to produce this 
chatoyance, the difference between a ho-hum 
tigereye and a great one is in the polishing.

To judge a tigereye's polish, carefully inspect 
the stone's surface. Roll the gem slowly under 
a good light. Does it have an even, high polish 
over the complete surface? It should. Are curved 
surfaces smooth or do they have flat spots? Flat 
splots interrupt a nice finish. Even worse are 
little grooves or gouges where fibers have been 
“plucked,” something that may have happened 
during the sanding stage of cutting. We've always 
found it particularly difficult to get a nice, even, 
high polish across a large flat surface of tigereye, 
and particularly difficult with the blue version of 
tigereye called hawk's-eye (see Question 15).

Since even a small surface imperfection can 
draw attention to itself and turn a customer off, 
and since tigereye gems are very inexpensive, 
there is no reason to put up with a poorly 
finished tigereye. Take the time to examine your 
stones carefully.

But don't forget that the best polish isn't 
worth diddley if the stone wasn't properly 
oriented to start with (see Question 9). 

9. what’s all this about  
orieNtatioN? 
Like real estate and its three most important factors  
location, location, location! –– so tigereye's value 
is determined by orientation, orientation, and 
orientation of cutting. It has everything to do 
with producing that marvelous chatoyance.

To cut a tigereye cabochon, the lapidary saws 
the rough into slabs, marks the outline of the 
desired shape, trims it out with a trim saw, grinds 
the piece into final shape with grinding wheels, 
sands it smooth, and finally polishes it. In Question 8, 
we urged you to pay special attention to the last 
two steps –– but actually, all is for naught if the 
first step wasn't bang on.

AN uNuSuAL ExAMPLE OF PIETERSITE, A TIgEREyE "RELATIvE," 

WITh SECTIONS OF RED, CAuSED By OxIDATION, INTERSPERSED 

WIThIN ThE BLuE (NOT OxIDIzED); 31 x 40 MM.

ThIS TIgEREyE CABOChON, 12x16 MM, FEATuRES A NICE CAT'S-EyE 
EFFECT AND SOFTER ShADES OF yELLOW AND gRAy ThAN ThE 
TyPICAL gOLDEN yELLOW-BROWN.
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In Question 1 we explained that tigereye has 
a fibrous structure. The saw cut must be exactly 
parallel to the length of the fibers to get the full 
chatoyant effect. If the saw cut is perpendicular to 
the fibers instead, all you wind up with is a lifeless, 
essentially black stone. What's so tricky about 
sawing parallel to the fibers? Nature seldom grows 
them straight: they usually bend and twist.

And while we're on the subject of cutting, 
even though in most tigereye the fibrous mineral 
has been completely replaced by quartz, recent 
research has shown that quartz dust can be 
hazardous to breathe. Therefore, when working 
any quartz stone, you should take adequate 
precautions to avoid breathing any of the dust.

When we had our gem, mineral, and jewelry 
supply shop in Berkeley in the 1960s and '70s, we 
sold a lot of tigereye, much of it in slabs that we 
had sawn from rough. A few employees became 
skillful at properly orienting slabs, but most lacked 
the patience or visual acuity to get good results 
from less than optimally shaped rough –– and it 
didn't take long for an incompetent or inexperi-
enced employee to ruin many dollars' worth of 
what had been good material. Conversely, skillful 
use of the slabbing saw could regularly produce fine, 
readily salable slabs that made everybody happy. 

 
10. are there other tiGereye col-
ors besides yellow aNd browN? 
There can be. The original crocidolite asbestos 
that quartz has replaced in tigereye is a deep blue 
(see Question 1). geological conditions can alter this 
color, and humans can really, really alter it.

In the near-surface weathering conditions in the 

arid climate of the Northern Cape 
Province of South Africa where 
tigereye is mined, the crocidolite 
asbestos veins slowly become im-
pregnated with silica. When enough 
silica has accumulated to solidify 
the material sufficiently to make it 
a quartz lapidary product, it is the 
deep blue of the original crocidolite 
fibers. This material is called hawk's-
eye (see Question 15).

The crocidolite is a sodium 
iron silicate. As oxidation proceeds, 
the crocidolite fibers start to break 
down, with the iron silicate turning 
into iron oxide-hydroxide in the 

form of the mineral limonite, which is basically 
rust and corresponds in composition to the 
yellow ochre used by jewelers as a heat sink. 
The yellow-brown of the limonite mixed with 
the original blue gives a greenish color. Natural 
green tigereye is, in our experience, very attractive 
but not at all abundant. As oxidation proceeds 
further, the crocidolite breaks down further, and 
the tigereye becomes the yellow-brown that is 
most familiar. heating (which may occasionally 
occur naturally) can turn the yellow limonite into 
red hematite, making red tigereye.

11. is all tiGereye Naturally 
colored? 

Don't be so naive. 
        When tigereye is heated, the yellow limonite 
that imparts its color turns to red hematite, and 
the tigereye turns red, too (see Question 10). 
Wildfires can provide enough heat to redden a 
number of quartz materials, but the area where 
the tigereye comes from isn't heavily enough 
vegetated to support many wildfires. however, 
tigereye miners deliberately build fires to break 
apart the hard rock enclosing the seams of 
tigereye, and that heat, too, can turn the tigereye 
red. Back in the 1960s, we were able to buy (at a 
considerable premium) occasional sacks of very 
attractive tigereye with splashes of yellow, peach, 
and red, presumably the result of the miners' use 
of fire to break the rock.

It's easy to make red tigereye on purpose. 
We've done it overnight using the kitchen 
oven. First we filled some coffee cans with sand 
to protect the tigereye from thermal shock 
during heating. Then we put slabs of ordinary, 

yellowish tigereye in the cans and placed them 
in a cold oven, which we heated by increasing 
the temperature 50°F every hour until it reached 
400°F. Then we turned the oven off and allowed 
it to cool overnight. When we took the slabs out 
the next morning, they were a nice shade of red. 
There are many variations on this theme.

The german cutting center of Idar-Oberstein 
became the principal place for cutting tigereye 
soon after its discovery in the late 19th century. 
The Idar lapidaries, long adept at altering the 
color of agates, quickly discovered that they could 
bleach tigereye to an evenly colored light yellow 
using either hydrochloric or oxalic acid, although 
accounts differ as to which was best. (Note: 
These are both dangerous acids, and no one 
should attempt to use them without the proper 
experience, equipment, and facilities for handling 
dangerous chemicals.) When properly oriented 
and cut, this material could yield a sharp cat's-eye 
stone that was more than just a little reminiscent 
of “real” cat's-eye (an expensive variety of chryso-
beryl; see Question 12). 

In the 1960s, we sold hundreds of these 
cat's-eye tigereyes, many to Bay Area street artists 
who did well selling them in inexpensive rings. 
As demand increased, we began to have trouble 
meeting it. Then suddenly we could get all the 
stones we wanted again, and they were even 
better than before: now the line of light down 
the middle of the cab was absolutely straight. 
Everybody was ecstatic until, on a whim, we 
sawed one “cat's-eye” in half –– and it turned out 
to be a composite. Two pieces of straight-fiber, 
bleached tigereye had been glued together so 
that the chatoyance of each side met in a perfect 
line. So ended the cat's-eye tigereye boomlet in 
Berkeley.

Tigereye can also be bleached beyond yellow 
to a gray stone that aniline dyes can turn any 
conceivable garish color. Though popular in the 
1950s and '60s, these tigereyes have now, fortu-
nately, faded from sight almost as completely as 
their colors faded after a week or two of exposure 
to sunlight. 

 
12. what’s the differeNce  
betweeN tiGereye aNd cat’s-eye? 

Tigereye is a quartz gem that shows a rolling play 
of light across its surface when properly cut, a 
result in part of its fibrous structure. Cat's-eye 
(also called Oriental cat's-eye in older references) 

eye on tIgereye  By SI & ANN FRAzIER

TIgEREyE FROM WESTERN AuSTRALIA ThAT ShOWS SILvERy AND REDDISh 
STREAkS IS OFTEN CALLED TIgER-IRON By AuSTRALIAN DEALERS  
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properly refers to a variety of chrysoberyl that 
when properly cut shows a sharp line down 
the center resembling a cat's eye in bright light 
(when the pupil is narrowed to a vertical slit), a 
result in part of inclusions of very fine fiberlike 
crystals. Tigereye may also show a cat's-eye effect. 
Other gems that show a similar effect should 
be specified, as for example, cat's-eye opal or 
cat's-eye tourmaline. Both effects are referred to 
as chatoyance, which derives from a French word 
meaning to gleam like a cat's eye.

13. wheN was tiGereye  
discovered? 
No one seems to know for sure, and we suspect 
that the haziness of its history is related to some 
shady dealings when the material was first 
introduced to Europe and the u.S., especially 
since it may have been confused (deliberately or 
otherwise) with cat's-eye (see Questions 11 and 
12). It seems pretty certain, though, that tigereye 
made its gemstone debut sometime in the late 
19th century.

Interestingly, it fetched several dollars per 
carat back then. A 1932 german book on 

gemstones (Bauer and Schlossmacher, 1932, 674) 
states that in about 1880, tigereye sold for 25 to 
39 Marks per carat, or between $6.25 and $7.50 per 
carat–– at a time when western American miners 
usually fought in vain to earn $3.50 for a hard, 
dangerous, 10-hour day underground in rich gold 
and silver mines.

14. what’s riGht: tiGereye or 
tiGer’s-eye?  
Tigereye is currently preferred by Americans 
and tiger's-eye by people who speak English (as 
Anglophiles might say). In the past, American 
publications have used a hyphen in both tiger-eye 
and tiger's-eye; the South African government 
refers to it as the latter. An earlier but now 
discarded term, griqualandite, has also been used 
as a synonym for tigereye. 

15. what’s hawk’s-eye?
As described in Question 10, this is a silicifed 

crocidolite in which the original blue color of the 
crocidolite and sometimes some of the original 
crocidolite has been maintained.

It is also called falcon's-eye (or Falkan-Auge 

in german, worth noting because before World 
War II, and even after, most tigereye was cut in 
Idar-Oberstein, germany, and german scientists 
wrote most of the gemology textbooks).

Fine pieces that have been polished well 
can be quite attractive, particularly set in silver, 
and are generally more expensive than tigereye. 
however, in our experience selling hawk's-eye 
rough, we found that some pieces weren't totally 
silicified, making them difficult to sand and polish 
properly; even when well polished, it's simply not 
as bright and colorful as tigereye. The presum-
ably smaller supply of hawk's-eye presumably 
accounts for its higher asking price.

Some material on the market is part hawk's-
eye and part tigereye, cases of mineralogical 
arrested development, you might say. These 
partly blue, partly golden chatoyant stones are 
particularly interesting, and we found that they 
were much better sellers than either solid tigereye 
or solid hawk's-eye, although the fact that the 
university of California at Berkeley's colors are 
blue and gold might have helped skew our sales 
in Berkeley.

Many reference books state that such mixed 
color material is called zebra or zebra tigereye, but 
we've never heard anybody in the trade actually 
use this term out loud. Ditto for the term bullseye 
to refer to the red, treated tigereye (see Question 
11). We would have to regard both of these terms 
as belonging to some other aspect of the bull!

And while we're on peculiar names, some-
times tigereye is found where all of the color-pro-
ducing minerals have been removed, leaving only 
white polycrystalline quartz. With a surprising 
lack of commercial imagination, such material is 
called quartz by South African dealers.

 
16. what’s tiGer-iroN? 

Basically, it's the tigereye found in Australia, and it 
can afford some spectacular gems.

Some tiger-iron is all golden just like the 
South African tigereye, and this kind is also called 
Australian tigereye by some American dealers. 
Some is more of a mixture, with visible streaks of 
red jasper; if it's mostly jasper, some dealers call it 
tigereye jasper. Some also incorporates silvery gray 
hematite; this is called tiger-iron by pretty much 
everybody.

Western Australia is home to some of the 
world's greatest iron ore (hematite) deposits. 

eye on tIgereye  By SI & ANN FRAzIER

A POLIShED PIECE OF TIgEREyE WITh A TRIANguLAR AREA OF IRONSTONE MATRIx.
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Associated with these are huge areas of jaspillites 
(a jaspillite is a hematite-rich jasper) and banded 
siliceous ironstone. Sometimes fibrous crocidolite 
is also associated, and sometimes it has been 
replaced by silica, just as in the tigereye deposits in 
South Africa.

Australian tiger-iron or tigereye was reported 
by R. O. Chalmers as early as 1968 (312). According 
to B. Myatt (1974, 182), “deposits of varying grades 
of tiger-eye have been found in the Brockman 
and Marra Mamba Formations of the hammersley 
Ranges, in the north-west province of Western 
Australia.” he also reported another occurrence 
as “near Cowell” in South Australia.

17. what’s pietersite? 

Just like tigereye and the rest of the clan, pietersite 
is a chatoyant, silicified crocidolite asbestos, but 

its appearance is quite different because it's been 
broken into fragments (brecciated, in mineralogical 
terms), stirred around, and recemented by silica. 
The result is a patchwork of shades of blue, yellow, 
brown, and red. Pietersite has come from Namibia, 
in an area about 2,000 miles from the tigereye 
locality in South Africa. It was found as rounded 
cobbles in the soil on a farm in the neighborhood 
of Outjo, in the kuraman district, but its original 
in situ source has never been located. According 
to Dieter Jerusalem, well-known gem cutter in 
Idar-Oberstein, pietersite was imported to Idar 
in the 1970s by Sid Pieters, a well-known gem 
and mineral dealer from Windhoek, Namibia, for 
whom it is named.

In the late 1990s, pietersite that was supposedly 
from henan Province, China, appeared on the 
market, which we described in our report of 

the 1997 Tucson shows (“We Predict,” Lapidary 
Journal, May 1997). We also described our 
surprise verging on doubt about the locality (the 
material looked just like the Namibian pietersite), 
and in response received an informative letter 
from geologist Wenlong Liu of the great Wall 
Consulting and Trading Company in Northglenn, 
Colorado, reproduced in part here.

“The pietersite was originally found (as a 
part of asbestos mines) at Neixiang-zhechuan 
counties, henan Province, in the '50s. No one 
considered using it to make jewelry or carvings for 
decades. People in China have no idea pietersite 
has been popular outside of China.

“Starting in 1993, people in henan province 
dug out some (called “eagle-eye” in China) and 
made bracelets and other handicrafts. At the 
beginning, the stuff was very cheap. People loved 
the new material. In the first couple of years, 
it was sold mainly to hong kong and Taiwan. 
In 1996 and 1997, two companies, including 
the Chinese firm Treasure kingdom Museum, 
brought it to Tucson.

“The Chinese pietersite is very similar to the 
Namibian one, but it has more red color and 
distinctive golden-red combinations. As the material 
gets popular, the source is being exhausted. It 
contains both chrysotile and crocidolite fibers. 
Petrification is very strong, so that no harmful 
free fibers exist in most samples. At some spots 
miners dig so deep that they have encountered 
groundwater problems.”

18. what about biNGhamite  
aNd silkstoNe? 

In their Standard Catalog of gem values (1994, 
86), Anna Miller and John Sinkankas state under 
tigereye that “binghamite is a tigereye from the 
iron deposits of Minnesota; its fibers are much 
finer and chatoyancy sometimes greater. Silkstone 
is analogous to binghamite but the fibers are 
randomly oriented and it is not so highly prized.”

19. is tiGereye fouNd iN the u.s.? 
Besides the binghamite and silkstone, noted in 
Question 18, there is also some material from 
California and Arizona that might qualify.

“California tigereye” has been used in the 
past to refer to a chatoyant bastite serpentine, 
though we have never seen any we'd recommend 
to jewelers. As the term is generally used now by 

eye on tIgereye  By SI & ANN FRAzIER

gOLD PENDANT FEATuRES BINghAMITE,  ANOThER TIgEREyE "RELATIvE"
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California rockhounds, however, it applies to a 
silica-impregnated, white-to buff-colored, massive, 
fibrous tremolite (another asbestos mineral) 
that was collected for many years at Iowa hill 
in Placer County, and hence sometimes called 
Placer County tigereye. We haven't seen any of it 
in recent years and don't know if the locality is still 
open. This material is cuttable and can take a high 
polish, but its lack of color makes it of little appeal 
as a jewelry stone.

Arizona tigereye has occasionally been  
advertised, but the only Arizona “tigereye” we've 
seen consisted of fibers of chrysotile (another 
asbestos mineral) in serpentine, which is not well 
suited for jewelry. 

20. how’s that tiGer poem Go?
Tyger! Tyger! burning bright
In the forests of the night,
What immortal hand or eye
Could frame thy fearful symmetry? 
In what distant deeps or skies
Burnt the fire of thine eyes?
On what wings dare he aspire?
What the hand dare seize the fire?

––William Blake, from The Tyger, 1794 

As much as we would like to believe that 

William Blake was inspired by a tigereye gem, we 
know it isn't too likely, especially since tigereye 
was unknown in his time. Poor fellow, he never 
knew what he missed. 
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anthropologically speaking (bear with 
me as the old archaeology professor 

surfaces for a minute), circles are symbolic 
of so much. 

at a recent gem show i attended, a 
group of jewelry artists and i were sitting 
around discussing — of all things — our 
recently purchased treasures. as we 
discussed shapes, colors, and favorite 
materials, one woman spoke of her 
distaste for round and oval stones. Some 
designers feel ovals and circles are overdone 
and trite. i disagree. Circles are magic.

Think of the life giving force of the 
sun, and the mystical feminine power 
of the moon. The ancient ouroborus, a 
mythical snake chasing its tail, is found in 
many cultures, and could be a symbol of 
today’s lifestyle. The spiritual kivas of the 
Southwest are circular. early human homes 
were circles, and in some places they still 
are. The center of the home, the hearth, 
was and is a circle. tea is served in circular 
cups, to your circle of friends. my yellow 
tabby curls into a cozy circle to sleep. let’s 
face it: square oreos would be just plain wrong!

The stone i’ve used here is not only 
circular but conical and was cut from 
petrified wood.

SkillS 
n  sawing

n  filing
n  advanced soldering

n  stone setting
n  finishing techniques

Time iT Took 
about 4 hours

Conical  
Petrified
Wood 
Pendant
designing with a circular stone

By LExI ERICkSON

Materials
Ultra fine Sharpie pen
Glue stick
 22-gauge sterling silver: 2.25" x 6" 
(one 6" end must be straight)
 One 3mm-5mm premade gold tube 
setting
Solder: easy, medium, and hard 
One 3-5 mm faceted stone
One round cabochon stone
BurLife
30, 15, and 9 micron 3M finishing film
Liver of sulfur
Pumice
Optional: 16-gauge solder rod

Tools
 Hand tools: saw frame and 2/0 
blades, flat nose pliers, round nose 
pliers, rawhide mallet, shears, round 
mandrel
Layout tools: straight edge
 Soldering tools: torch, solder pick, 
flux, soldering pad,  
pickle, soldering tweezers, pickle pot and 
pickle, brass brush
 Other tools: flex shaft or Dremel, 
Lasco diamond cylinder CL95/400, 
prong setter, tube setting burnishers 
(optional)

Sources
 Tools & Materials: Most of the tools and materials for this project will  
be available from well stocked jewelry supply vendors.
Conical cabochon: Gary B. Wilson Stones, www.garywilsonstones.com
 Lasco diamond cylinder: Lasco Diamond Products,  
www.lascodiamond.com/products 
16-gauge solder rod: Allcraft Tools, 212-279-7077

orIgInally publIshed In lapIdary Journal Jewelry artIst, february 2010
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conIcal petrIfIed wood pendant  By LExI ERICkSON

photo 1. Draw or scribe a pattern onto the silver directly, or cut out a 
paper pattern and glue it on the metal with a glue stick. 

photo 2. Allow enough of a lip, which will be sawn off later, around the 
stone to set the bezel. Saw out the back plate and overlays. File the edges. Set 
the overlays aside.

hallmark the back of the back plate with your initials and quality stamp. 
Measure 3.5mm up from the bottom of the sterling sheet and mark 

with a straight edge. This will become your bezel strip. Saw along the mark to 
create a very thin strip. This doesn’t have to be a perfectly straight cut, as you 
will be “upsetting” the top edge of the strip later with a diamond bur. 

photo 3. Fit the bezel around the stone and file the ends flat. 
A guillotine cutter will make this process so much easier. A bench shear 

will not necessarily give you an even cut. When you are buying your silver, 
your salesman may cut this strip for you, if you ask nicely. 22ga silver flat wire 
will also work.

use the 30-micron grit 3M finishing film to sand the top and bottom of 
the larger piece, which will become the back plate. 

Sand the overlay pieces with the 15-micron paper, and mark an x with 
a Sharpie on the top of the pieces. The Sharpie marks will prevent you from 
accidentally melting solder on the wrong side of the piece. Set aside. 

Check the fit of the bezel, and ensure there is a clean butt join. Solder 
closed with hard solder. Pickle and rinse. Double check the shape and fit of 
the bezel with the stone and make sure the bezel is flat on the bottom. 

photo 4. Round out the bezel with a round mandrel. hammer with a 
rawhide mallet to work-harden the bezel. This will help it keep its shape.

Don’t have a round mandrel? An old wooden baseball bat will work  
just as well. 

photo 5. Solder the bezel to the back plate using medium solder. Melt 
4 or 5 pieces of medium solder onto the back of the overlays to sweat solder 
them. Pickle and rinse.

 1

 3 2

 4

 5

i recently purchased 
some 16ga solder rod 
from allcraft tools. it’s 
much easier to use when 
“soldering from the 
stick.” if a bit of solder 
should drop and melt 
onto the back plate, keep 
the flame on the solder 
drop until it flows, then 
pull it around the bezel 
with the flame. remember, 
solder flows in the direction 
of the heat. 

solder
oFF the
stick

!
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photo 6. Place the overlay pieces on top of the back plate, not touching 
the bezel. 

At the same time, I soldered a small premade gold tube set on the top of 
the overlay pieces. Place a 1mm piece of medium solder inside the tube set 
and heat everything at the same time. Pickle and rinse.

photo 7. Cut a piece of scrap silver with shears for a bail. File the edges 
and bend with round nose pliers. Fit on the back or decorative plate. Solder, 
pickle, and rinse.

hold a Lasco diamond cylinder bur parallel to the top of the bezel and 
go around the top edge lightly, creating a decorative, scalloped edge. 

Warm the piece under hot water, and either paint on or dip into liver of 
sulfur. Brass brush the piece until you get a finish you like. Repeat as necessary. 

photo 8. Set the cabochon into the round bezel and lightly push the 
bezel around the stone with the prong pusher. It does not have to push over 
like a bezel wire, because the sterling sheet will hold the stone tighter than fine 
silver bezel wire would. 

Set the faceted stone in the premade tube set. Close with a bezel pusher 
or with tube-setting burnishers. Burnish the setting by rotating the burnisher 
in a clockwise/counterclockwise motion. Sometimes the seat of the tube 
set needs to be cleaned with the appropriate size setting bur. Dip the bur in 
lubricant before cutting and cleaning the seat.

Finish by sanding the overlay pieces with 3M 9 micron finishing film. 

 6  87

decorAtive BAck plAte
at this point, you may design a decorative back 
plate on which to set your bail, or you may set the 
bail directly upon the back plate of the piece with-
out the additional decorative accent. Solder, pickle, 
and rinse. 

LEXI ERICKSON lives in Highlands Ranch, Colorado.  

She has taught jewelry at the high school and college levels 

for 23 years. Check out her website and teaching blog at 

www.LexiEricksonDesigns.com. 

conIcal petrIfIed wood pendant  By LExI ERICkSON
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the beautiful shades of green that swirl, bend, blossom, 
and bulls-eye in malachite almost demand to be set in 

sterling silver. Because malachite is a copper mineral, however, 
combining it with sterling is a recipe for tarnish. although 
there are chemical treatments for jewelry that resist tarnish, 
they do not last forever, and as a studio jeweler i try to remain 
as much of a purist as i can. the development of argentium 
Silver has made it a pleasure for me to work with this lovely 
color combination, adding just a touch of gold. 

malachite is a very soft and fragile stone, which scratches 
easily and can be difficult to polish. When i designed the cabo-
chon for this piece, my husband used a diamond band saw 
to cut it and then carefully polished it by hand. my plan was 
to frame it in wire, while preventing possible scratches on the 
top, when pulling a regular frame over the stone, or chipping 
the edge with pliers. thus i worked it like i do an opal — “off 
the stone” — forming a cage to go over the top of the cab that 
resembles the veins of a leaf.

a final note: half-hard argentium wire can be tempera-
mental; working it too much can cause it to become brittle 
and break.

Wire Wrapped  
Malachite Pendant
a classic technique designed with square argentium Silver

DALE “COugAR” ARMSTRONg
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SKILLS yOu NEEd

Materials

22-gauge square half-hard  
Argentium wire

22-gauge square, soft  
Argentium wire

20-gauge half-round, half-
hard Argentium wire

24-gauge half-round, half-
hard 14K gold-filled wire

Leaf shaped malachite 
cabochon

1/4" quilter’s tape

Ultra fine point marker

Ruler

Tools

Hand tools: flat nose pliers, 
small double barrel bail 
pliers, angle flush cutters, 
round nose pliers, pin vise

forming wire bundles

orIgInally publIshed In lapIdary Journal Jewelry artIst, July 2009
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wIre wrapped malachIte pendant  By DALE "COugAR" ARMSTRONg

21

3 4 5

work sMArt

A cushion style mouse pad makes a 
forgiving work surface when fitting 
wire around soft or fragile gemstones 
and cabochons.

photo 1. Simulating a frame, wrap quilter’s 
tape around circumference of cab. Mark begin-
ning, end, and location of the cage wraps.

➤ While planning the cage topping, consider 
the natural swirls and bulls-eyes of the malachite. 
I try to enhance the natural material with the 
wired design rather than use the stone to feature 
the wire.

photo 2. Measure and mark centers of both 
tape and wire bundle. Line up centers and copy 
marks from tape to wire bundle.

➤ To create the wire bundle, measure the 
length of the tape and add 4 1/2" to determine 
the length of the wires needed for the frame. 
you will need as many wires as are necessary to 
cover the girdle of the stone, plus one. My cab 
is 3mm thick, and required a total of four 22ga 
square wires. use quilter’s tape near the ends to 
secure the bundle. To add stability to the bundle 
while forming it, I used 20ga half-round, half-hard 
wire and put one set of 3 wraps on each side of the 
center mark, 1/8" away. 

photo 3. Beginning at center, use flat nose 
pliers to make initial 90º angle, fitting tip of stone. 

use your fingers to tease wire around edge of 
stone until wire bundle crosses over itself. use 
flat nose pliers to bring frame together, leaving 
about 3mm of negative space to compensate for 
internal wrap wire width. Secure with tape.

photo 4. Plan where you intend to break out 
individual wires that will not only hold stone into 
frame, but also add life to leaf design.

Form “vein cage” by measuring length of cab. 
Add 2"; this is the length of wires needed. use as 
many wires as the number of veins you desire — 
in this case 4. Straighten and cut these wires from 
24ga half-round, half-hard. Bundle and tape all of 
the 24ga wires together. use outermost wire to 
wrap bundle together, beginning 1/2" from end 
and wrapping to point of first vein. This wrap wire 
will become the first vein.

➤ Be sure domed side of wire is facing out 
and flat side lies on top of wire bundle. 

photo 5. use wrap wire to branch over cab. 
use next wire in bundle to repeat procedure, 
continuing until all veins have been formed.
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photo 6. Reinsert stone into frame and 
tape “cage” into position. Mark both frame 
edge and veins where they meet, making sure 
that flat side of half-round wire lies against cab.

photo 7. Remove stone and using marks 
for guidance, use flat nose pliers to wrap frame 
and “vein cage” together.

photo 8. use 3" length of 22ga square, 

half-hard wire to wrap all frame wires together. 
Make 2 wraps and then stop. Do not cut 
this wire. Clean frame in your chosen jewelry 
cleaner, and when it’s dry, carefully reinsert stone. 

photo 9. On back of piece, working from 
center and then up each side, use flat nose 
pliers to grasp topmost wire. Make pulls  
necessary to hold stone in frame.

photo 10. use 2 rear edge wires and small 
double barrel pliers to form bail. Wrap it in 
with uncut 22ga square wrap wire that began 
the mainframe binding. Trim and roll bail tails 
under and bend “vein cage” wire ends at an 
angle down toward the front of the stone.

photo 11. use a pin vise to twist any plain, 
square wires and round nose, chain nose, and 
flat nose pliers to finish top wires as desired.

9 10

11

dALE “COuGAR” ARMSTRONG is 

a self-described “rockhound” with a 

background in the fine arts and metal-

work prior to making wire jewelry. She 

teaches workshops nationally where she is 

known for her wire techniques, known as 

“Cougarisms.” Dale lives in southeastern 

Tennessee.

876

MALAChITE MATTERS

n	 Due to the fragility of malachite 
(hardness of 4), mix square wire 
tempers, using half-hard for the 
back edge (which will also become 
the bail wire) and soft for the front 
and center of the frame.

n Do not use an ultra-sonic cleaner 
on this stone. I prefer to use an 
ionic cleaner on all of my jewelry 
pieces, but never on malachite!

wIre wrapped malachIte pendant  By DALE "COugAR" ARMSTRONg


